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1. Introduction 

 
The notion of an integrated Southeast Asian space has long been 

advocated by Braudel-inspired historians such as Anthony Reid, who 

argued that long-established interconnections within the South China 

Sea likely extending back to prehistory account for the region's strong 

spatial and human integration (Reid, 1988: 1–10). And indeed, studies 

now pulling together archaeological sciences, genetics and linguistics 

provide accumulating records of sustained networks through which 

desired artefacts were shared by the late Pleistocene, ca. ~ 20 kya 

(Bellwood, 2007; Blench, in press; Brandão et al., 2016; Bulbeck, 2008; 

Soares et al., 2008, 2016). In parallel, the Bay of Bengal has also been 

increasingly understood as a unifying space within which littoral po- 

pulations had been knitting relations and developing shared cultural 

references (Amrith, 2013) as early as the late prehistoric period (in 

Southeast Asia) and the early historical period (in South Asia) (Kulke, 

1990), and perhaps as early as the Neolithic (Gupta, 2005). 

As a natural crossroad between these two basins, the Thai-Malay 
peninsula developed ports from the mid-first millennium BCE. These 

became meeting places for merchants,  religious men and mariners 

staying there waiting for the change of monsoon. They also developed 

into large industrials centres,  receiving materials and technologies, 

hosting foreign artisans and producing hybrid goods (Bellina et al., 

2014). These port-settlements developed as favoured cultural cradles 

within which culturally hybrid concepts and products were elaborated 

and  diffused  in  both  maritime  basins.  During  this  period,  several 
communities along the South China Sea came to share a set of desirable 

goods such as Dong Son drums, Sa Huynh-Kalanay-related ceramics, 

nephrite lingling-o, carnelian and glass beads, high-tin bronze bowls, 

etc. (Bellina, 2001, 2007; Bellina, in press-a, b, d; Glover, 2015; Hung 

et al., 2013; Solheim, 2006). Except for Sa Huynh-Kalanay ceramics, 

those goods were interpreted as mere imports until a decade ago when 

technological analysis began to suggest that some of the emblematic 

ones, the hard stone ornaments, were made locally with foreign tech- 

niques and adapted to local taste (Bellina, 2001, 2007). Since then, 

research has generated increasing evidence that these widespread ob- 

jects were most often locally made, combining imported motifs and 

shapes (Flavel, 1997), exotic materials (Carter, 2015; Carter and 

Dussubieux, 2016; Hung and Bellwood, 2010; Hung, in press) and 

skilled exogenous techniques that originated in South Asia and East 

Asia (Bellina, 2001, 2003, 2007; Bellina et al., 2012; Bouvet, 2011; 

Dussubieux and Bellina, in press; Favereau, 2015; Favereau and Bellina, 

2016; Pryce et al., in press). The hybrid nature of these products reveals 

that social and political interactions within and between societies of the 

two sea basins during late prehistoric periods were much more complex 

and dynamic than expected. In addition to industries, one might con- 

sider the possibility that as early as this period, similar processes of 

cultural hybridisation may already have influenced urban conceptions 
across the South China Sea region (Bellina, in press-a, b). 

Traditionally, both in South and in Southeast Asia, the study of the 

development of early states and cities has predominantly concerned 

large-scale agrarian polities. In contrast, much less consideration has 

been given to the political organisation and the forms of urbanism that 

smaller coastal polities developed along the littorals of the two sea 

basins during the late first millennium BCE and the first millennium CE 
(Bellina (in press-b)). Southeast Asian port-cities have been well de- 

scribed for the historical period (Lombard, 1970, 1988; Miksic, 2000; 

Reid, 2000). The prehistoric and early historical port-of-trade forms of 

urbanism remain to be revealed. As an example, I have argued that the 

cosmopolitan walled port of Khao Sam Kaeo in the Thai-Malay Pe- 

ninsula was an early urban settlement whose configuration may relate 
both to coastal South Asian and Southeast Asian traditions (Bellina (in 

press-a)). This and other prehistoric coastal trading polities developed 
complex political and urban configurations at the same time as other 

Southeast Asian land-based emerging states (Bellina (in press-a)) such 

as at Co Loa (Kim, 2013, 2015) and at Angkor Borei (Stark, 2006, 

2015), in what is now Vietnam and Cambodia, respectively. 

This special issue provides new lines of evidence to characterise 
these emergent complex settlement and political forms exemplified by 

the trading polities of the late prehistoric Thai-Malay peninsula. This 

paper compares two neighbouring and contemporaneous mid- to late 

first millennium BCE early ports-of-trade located in the Kra Isthmus: 

Khao Sek and Khao Sam Kaeo (Chumphon province, Thailand). Both 

developed comparable settlement and similar industrial patterns that 

produced several of these above-mentioned pan-regional types of pro- 

ducts (Map 1). This article summarizes data from settlement excava- 

tions carried out at Khao Sek by the Thai-French Archaeological Mis- 

sion  in  2013  and  2014  and  from  technological  reconstructions  of 

different onsite industrial systems, in the context of our earlier findings 

from the port of trade of Khao Sam Kaeo (excavated 2005 to 2009; 



Map 1. Maps of sites investigated by the Thai-French Mission. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bellina, in press-d; Bellina, 2014). The papers that follow compare the 

Khao Sam Kaeo and Khao Sek hard stone, glass, copper-based, ceramic 

technological systems as well as an iron workshop, each representing 

hybrid industries that involved complex foreign technologies. 

I first provide general background on the shared material items 

found along the shores of the South China Sea that were generated or 

exchanged by the inhabitants of Metal Age polities. There follows two 
brief overviews: the first of the political models usually used to describe 

historical maritime polities in Southeast Asia – socio-political config- 

urations which some historians believe to have crystallised from the 

western South China Sea Metal Age maritime polities but whose study 

is still undeveloped. The second overview presents the current state of 

art of early port-polity archaeology in Southeast Asia. The article pro- 

ceeds with a presentation of the results of Khao Sek excavations and of 

its industries' analysis, revealing both similarities and differences with 

Khao Sam Kaeo, specifically that Khao Sek is smaller and less complex. 
Bringing these settlement and craft systems analyses together, the paper 

hypothesises a political model of a confederation of complementary and 

also, most likely, at times competing trade polities that sought to con- 

trol  both  maritime  and  transpeninsular  routes  and  argues  that  this 

model explains the regional diffusion of craft systems and shared ma- 

terial culture within the “South China Sea Sphere of Interaction”. 

 
 

1.1. Pan-regional material culture exchange and production 

 
Metal Age shared material culture mainly found along the coasts, 

but also inland in lesser quantity, includes ornaments in stone, glass and 

metal, Dong Son drum bronze drums, bronze flasks, high-tin bronze 

bowls and ceramics. Some are now well-dated to the late first millen- 

nium BCE; others suffer from a less-precise chronology (such as the 

bronze flasks). These items present three configurations: locally-pro- 

duced objects made with local techniques and imported style, such as is 

the case for most “Sa-Huynh-Kalanay” related ceramics (Bellina et al., 

2012; Favereau and Bellina, 2016; Flavel, 1997; Favereau, 2015; 

Solheim, 2006); imported artefacts, such many Dong Son bronze drums, 

whether imported from northern Vietnam or from other production 

sites in Southeast Asia, such as at Non Nong Hor in Northeastern 

Thailand (Calo, 2014; Sukanya Baonoed, 2016); and finally, locally- 
produced objects implementing complex foreign techniques and im- 

ported raw materials, such as in the case of several ornaments and 
metal objects, many of which cannot be clearly associated to a specific 

region (to cite only a few: Bellina, 2007; Carter, 2015; Dussubieux and 

Gratuze, 2010; Hung et al., 2007, 2013; Murillo-Barroso et al., 2010; 

Pryce et al., in press). 

On what basis were these items exchanged? It is hypothesised that 

the most likely mode was barter and gift-giving (Bellina and Glover, 

2004). What may have been the social and political or possibly religious 

dynamics underlying the exchange of these commonalties during the 

late prehistoric period? Some have proposed a potential ritual or re- 

ligious dimension, with a trading network of ritual exchange compar- 

able to the “Kula” ring (Blench, in press)? Others envisaged a wide 

politico-religious system within which Dong Son drums were regalia 

that local chiefs in various parts of Southeast Asia sought to become 

kings (Loofs-Wissowa, 1991). The nephrite lingling-o and double- 

headed ornaments found in Sa Huynh communities have been inter- 

preted as the vehicles in a religious network (Dung, 2017). A more 



secular view proposes that goods such as the Dong Son drums materi- 

alised alliances between trade-linked polities (Calo, 2014). Along si- 

milar lines, Junker in the Philippines and Bellina in the Thai-Malay 

peninsula, have argued that those exchanged goods were  used for 

structuring and maintaining alliances necessary for conducting ex- 

change and for strengthening bonds with allied polities to increase 

power in periods of warfare (Junker, 1993; Junker, 1990; Junker, 1999; 

Bellina, 2007, 2014; Bacus, 2003). Ties were woven with less complex 

groups in the inlands or the maritime world that provided the raw 

materials and goods needed for long-distance trade (Bronson, 1977; 

Wisseman Christie, 1990), as well as with similarly complex socio-po- 

litical systems (Wolters, 1982). In the latter case, these shared culturally 

hybrid objects could reflect shared socio-political practices and ex- 
emplify the manner by which foreign innovations were deemed useful 

for socio-political strategies, and how they were adapted and partici- 

pated in trading elite groups' social identity construction (Bellina, 

2014). 

What may have been the social and political meanings of the pro- 

duction systems generating those highly symbolic goods? Both Junker 

and Bellina have interpreted them as patron-promoted crafts for 

building instruments of power and prestige for trading elites (Junker, 

1990, 1993, 1999; Bellina, 2001, 2007, 2014). But craft products were 

not only a political currency, so too was the system. In the framework of 

likely peer-polity types of interaction, I suggest that leaders' prowess in 

late prehistoric polities was probably increased by controlling skilled 

labour and craft systems in particular (Bellina, 2007, 2014). Southeast 

Asia provides historical examples of raids of artisans, who “enslaved”, 

participated in their new leader's prestige and cultural exchanges 

(Beemer, 2009). 

 
1.2. Political models and Metal Age ports-of-trade 

 
In all of the models developed to describe Historical Southeast Asian 

kingdoms' socio-political organisation, the leader's charisma is crucial 

for the polity's good fortune. Leadership was built on the idea that some 

individuals were gifted with extraordinary qualities that enabled them 

to sustain relationships with gods or spirits. Leadership, understood in 

personal and ritual terms, needed constant confirmation as the system 
was held together by a complex system of loyalty. This was essential in 

traditional Southeast Asian kingdoms which consisted of coalescent 

partly autonomous centres (Tarling, 1992: 402–409). 

Two main models have been applied to the early Southeast Asian 

political landscape. The “Mandala” model proposes a central polity 

with radiating influences that decline with distance from the centre and 
emphasises the non-physical character of the system. The second model 

proposes a hierarchic upstream-downstream river-based system. 

“Mandala” is a Sanskrit word used in Indian political manuals; it 

was employed by O. Wolters (1982) and H. Kulke (1986) to describe the 

sort of political system also called “galactic polity” by S.J. Tambiah 

(1977) or “Solar polity” by V. Lieberman (2003). The “Mandala” model 

and its analogues describe a confederation of kingdoms or polities 

subordinate to a centre of domination. At the core of the system is a 

ruler “claiming divine and universal authority (…) able to maintain 

hegemony and counter potential rivals by building up a system of al- 

liances with surrounding kings” (Andaya and Andaya, 2015: 46). In the 

Thai-Malay peninsula and Island Southeast Asia (Java and Bali ex- 

cluded), the fragmented nature of the geographic environment was 

conducive to similarly dissected political systems that challenged any 

centralised control and sustained alliances over a large territory 

(Andaya and Andaya, 2015: 46). At times, alliances could cement small 

polities into a hierarchical confederation. However, competition for the 

control of trading routes can easily turn into conflicts, dissolving the 

federation and leading to the creation of new alliances and revamped 

federations. The “multiplicity of political centres and shifting loyalties 

of their leaders, particularly at the periphery of their system” (Kulke, 

1986: 7) are essential features of the “Mandala” political system of early 

Southeast Asian kingdoms. The hierarchical relationships that a dom- 

inating polity's leader had to maintain with other neighbouring polities 

were hence very precarious, resulting in a trend for the Mandala to 

“expand and contract in concertina-like fashion” (Wolters, 1982: 16–

17). Polities located at the periphery of the central place could ea- sily 

switch their loyalty towards another polity with the ambition to 

become a central place, producing an unstable political environment. 

Because of this multiplicity and instability, early competing coastal 

polities'  rank  relative  to  one  another  fluctuated  in  an  evanescent 
manner depending on the period and the context; and any polity may 
have been involved in different networks, being “vassal” to two central 

places. 

The second model invoked in Island Southeast Asia and in the Thai- 

Malay Peninsula is the hierarchic upstream-downstream river system 

model (Bronson, 1977). Initially, Bronson developed a model whereby a 

central place located downstream controlled the flux of goods entering 

or leaving a single river basin and which developed ties with a series of 

upstream secondary and tertiary centres. The port-city had to establish 

and maintain relationships with upstream societies to access hinterland 

productions. In exchange, these upstream populations benefitted from 
this overseas trade which gave them access to marine and imported 

prestigious items. These relationships may be understood as inter-de- 

pendent or symbiotic and explain some sort of economic specialisation 

of the various populations present on those lands. Malay texts and in- 

scriptions make it clear that the port-city territory consists less of ter- 

ritory than of the network of relationships (Manguin, 2000: 412–4). 

Based on archaeological research, in particular on Srivijaya and Ma- 

lacca and a reappraisal of Malay sources, Manguin later introduced the 

idea of the “multi-centred coastal polity” in which the central place is 

surrounded by an “umland”/periphery”, i.e. a wider « hinterland » fed 

by its riverine and maritime network. In this version of the model, the 

downstream polity could encompass more than one river system and, as 

may have been the case for Srivijaya, different river systems may have 

fed the primary central place which alone operated at a larger scale, 

selling to merchants all the products coming from its regional networks. 

This system worked by conferring a vassal status on series of polities 

that themselves once might have been central places. However, in many 

cases, these may have been temporary vassals that had the potential to 

expand again according to a leader's ambition. In this revised model, as 

in the case of Srivijaya whose central place changed location over time, 

a polity may be multi-centred and its centre unfixed. The central place 
hosted the ruler (raja) who also functioned as the symbolic centre of the 

polity's space (Manguin, 2002). 

Several historians of maritime polities hypothesised that these 
socio-political configurations crystallised during the Late Prehistoric 

Period (Andaya, 2008; Manguin, 2000, 2004; Wisseman Christie, 

1995). However, research on Metal Age port-polities' organisation re- 

mains scarcely explored, leaving these assumptions to be grounded. 

Besides the seminal works of J. Wisseman Christie and Leong Sau 

Heng's (Wisseman Christie, 1984/5, Wisseman Christie, 1990, 

Wisseman Christie, 1995; Leong Sau Heng, 1990), the social and poli- 

tical organisation of prehistoric trading-polities' has barely been in- 

vestigated in Southeast Asia, lagging behind scholarship on early cen- 

turies CE mainland early polities such as Oc Eo and Angkor Borei in the 

Mekong delta part of the Funan polity (Bourdonneau, 2010; Manguin 

and Khai, 2000; Manguin, 2004; Stark, 2006), Go Cam of the polity of 

Linyi and Tra Kieu the ancient capital of Champa in Central Vietnam 

(Yamagata and Glover, 1994; Yamagata, 1997, 2007). This is due to the 

dearth of excavation of settlements (hence ports-of-trade) and to the 

unappealingly poor remains they often leave in maritime settings 

(Junker, 2006). As a corollary, the dearth of excavations results in the 

absence of regional archaeological maps. To fully characterise the po- 

litical structures of incipient states, it would be necessary to document 

and then compare several polities of similar and distinct ranks. It has 

been suggested that during the last centuries BCE, Late Prehistoric 

producer-trading incipient states in peninsular Malaysia and Sumatra 



may already have been involved in the exploitation and distribution of 

local resources for regional demand (Miksic, 1979: 255; Wisseman 

Christie, 1995; Manguin, 2002). Wisseman Christie thus proposed that 

Metal Age Malaysian peninsular lowland polities had already estab- 

lished relationships with upstream groups exploiting gold in exchange 

for lowland products during the last centuries BCE and the very early 

centuries CE (Wisseman Christie, 1990). This scenario would fit the late 
prehistoric incipient city-state of Khao Sam Kaeo quite well, in parti- 

cular the exploitation of tin from the hinterland (Pryce et al., in press; 

Bellina, in press-d). 

Late prehistoric sites providing evidence for their involvement in 

long-distance networks are found in the Thai-Malay peninsula, on the 

east coast of southern Sumatra (Manguin, 2009), the north coast of Java 

and Bali (Bellwood, 2007; Calò, 2015) and the central and southern 

coasts of Vietnam. However, except in the Thai-Malay Peninsula and 

Sumatra, none of these Metal Age sites are settlements, thus restricting 

the analysis of the polity/ies they were associated with. Early historical 

trading polities associated with settlements  have recently  been ex- 

cavated in Peninsular Malaysia and in Sumatra. Harbour structures and 

iron producing workshops found of Sungai Batu in Kedah (Malaysia) 

provide evidence of already well-developed trading polities in the early 

first centuries CE (Mokhtar Naizatul Akma Mohd, 2009; undated). The 
pre-Srivijayan settlement of Air Sugihan on the south-eastern coast of 
Sumatra also yielded early first millennium remains of structures on 

poles and trade-associated artefacts showing similarities with material 

from Oc Eo in Vietnam (Agustijanto, 2013). 

The study of the historical political structure of maritime historical 

kingdoms, both for the mandala and upstream-downstream models 

(and their various derivations), has relied mainly on data coming from 

texts, epigraphic sources, temple sites, and a small number of preserved 

archaeological artefacts such as imported ceramics and glass beads 

(Kulke, 1993; Manguin, 2002; Miksic, 1979). But for the Late Pre- 

historic period, the absence of epigraphic texts —other than the too 

shorts texts on seals—and the dearth of regional settlement maps pre- 

vent a comparable analysis. L.L. Junker's studies of later mid-first mil- 

lennium CE Philippines polities, through an in-depth analysis of set- 

tlement hierarchies, port industries and their spatial distribution 

represents a type of research which is still very rare. The rich proto- 

historic industrial complex of Oc Eo supposedly associated with the 

early state of Funan has unfortunately not been subjected to an in-depth 

and systematic technological analysis or detailed studies of spatial 

distribution. Similarly, the port-industry found at Khlong Thom/Khuan 

Lukpad in southern Thailand was certainly associated with a polity but 

archaeological investigations did not identify it (Bronson, 1990; 

Veraprasert, 1992). 

The technological reconstruction of socio-technological systems of 

the industries established in ports as well as the documentation of re- 

gional archaeological distributions are at the core of the Thai-French 

Archaeological Mission's research on the developments that took place 

during the Late Prehistoric period in the Kra Isthmus. This period 

witnessed the development of several port-industries, some formally 

identified, others yet to be discovered, and still others gone with the 
lootings (e.g. in the Tha Chana area). So far, three port-industries (bead 

making, copper metallurgy…) associated with two of these early trade 
polities have been identified. Khao Sam Kaeo (Bellina, in press-d) and 

Khao Sek benefited from intensive excavations; Phu Khao Thong from 

preliminary excavations and Ban Kluay Nok from survey (Boonyarit 
Chaisuwan, 2011; Bellina et al., 2014). The first three sites yielded 

evidence for the earliest large-scale port-based industries so far iden- 
tified in the South China Sea; those are especially well identifiable due 

to the spectacular collection of beads they yielded. Those sites are lo- 
cated at the two ends of fluvial systems, which besides allowing the 

upstream-downstream circulation, also formed part of transpeninsular 

routes that connected the Indian Ocean to the South China Sea. These 

trans-isthmian routes were used by merchants, travellers likely in- 

cluding religious and craft specialists that polities may have wished to 

 
control, guide and attract. It is likely that the attempt to control these 
routes and maintain profitable relationships with groups living along 

them  may  have  influenced  the  structuring  of  the  early  peninsular 

trading polities. Remains of sites along these transpeninsular routes are 

especially tenuous and require sustained research. Currently, the state- 

of-art of the archaeological work does not provide a complete picture of 

the various groups present in the peninsula or of their socio-political 

structures during the late prehistoric period. The research of the Thai- 

French Archaeological mission in the Thai-Malay peninsula in the Kra 

Isthmus area attempts to fill this gap to understand how the various 

groups participated and evolved through time in relation to their in- 

volvement in long-distance exchanges. Connections between the var- 

ious groups is indicated by the material culture—beads and metal ob- 

jects in particular; however, at present the modalities and the frequency 

are questions that cannot be answered due to the lack of context for 

most materials. Nonetheless, interactions between various groups pre- 

sent in the peninsula and with those from South Asia and the South 

China Sea are clearly attested as early as the 5th–4th century BCE 

(Bellina, in press-d; Bellina et al., 2014; Favereau and Bellina, 2016; 

Bouvet, 2012). On the base of these attested connections, and con- 

sidering afresh the radiocarbon dates available for the Thai-Malay pe- 

ninsula during the Holocene, D. Bulbeck questioned whether a “South 

Asian-style Mandala form of polity (…) may have either been estab- 

lished at Khao Sam Kaeo before the Common Era, or operated as an 

ideological superstructure for emerging polities already equipped with 

local experience in managing maritime centres” (Bulbeck, 2014: 138). 

Khao Sam Kaeo and Khao Sek settlements and technological system 

analysis  yield  significant  data  to  discuss  Metal  Age  trade  polities' 
structure in the Thai-Malay peninsula and the possible means by which 
pan-regional craft systems may have diffused. 

 
1.3. Khao Sek excavations main results 

 
Khao Sam Kaeo was excavated from 2005 to 2009. The walled 

cosmopolitan site lies along the River Tha Tapao and about 10 km from 

the South China Sea coastline (Bellina, in press-d; Bellina et al., 2014). 

Khao Sek has been intensively looted for several years before the Thai- 

French Archaeological Mission conducted excavations in 2013 and 

2014. Some areas of the site (see Map 3) had been transformed by 

agricultural activities, such as the western slope of Hill 1 used for 

rubber plantation and the top of Hill 2, used for a papaya plantation. 

Others areas, such as the top of Hill 1 and its northern and eastern 

slopes were occupied by Buddhist structures. Finally, the westernmost 

area of the site along the shore, shown as a blank on Map 3, had been 

looted with industrial mining methods. This area corresponded to the 

harbour and was the location of stone and glass working industries. 

Khao Sek shows several similarities to Khao Sam Kaeo despite being 

smaller and notably less complex. It is located 80 km south of Khao Sam 

Kaeo, in a similar environment, at a small distance from the current 

mouth of the large fluvial system of the River Langsuan. Research that 
the Thai-French Archaeological Mission has been conducting in the 

region since 2005 now clearly shows that the Langsuan River system 

was part of one of the earliest transpeninsular routes that linked the 

modern town of Langsuan where Khao Sek is located to Ranong via Pak 

Song (Phato District) (Map 2). The river's western portion is located on 

the tin-rich belt that crosses the peninsula from north to south. Tin 

mines were exploited until a few years ago and local villagers occa- 

sionally still pan in the river. 

In two seasons at Khao Sek the Mission excavated 41 2 × 2 m test 
pits (Map 3). They provide significant information on the extent of the 

site, its occupation, construction modes, organisation and the type of 

handicrafts it hosted. 

 
1.3.1. General configuration of Khao Sek 

The general configuration of the settlement appears comparable to 

Khao Sam Kaeo: the site is characterised by slightly elevated hills, 



 

 
 

Map 2. The Langsuan River system covering the majority of this transpeninsular route and sites investigated by the Thai-French Archaeological Mission. 

 

whose current height is around 90 m for the first hill and 50 m for the 

second, bordering the River Langsuan linking the site to the South 

China Sea (Map 3). The original topography of the hills has been 

altered. The top of the north-western part of Hill 1 has been modified by 

the construction of Buddhist monuments as well as by paths and stairs. 

The north-western and northern slopes of Hill 1 and the plateau of Hill 

 

Map 3. Topographic map of Khao Sek lo- 

cating 2013 (TP1 to 30) and 2014 (TP 21A to 

31 to 40) test pits. 



 
2 have also been graded to receive rubber and papaya plantations. In 
addition, the topography of the site was modified by agricultural work 

and looting. Finally, here it is important to add that we have not had 

access to all the land, so our view of the site of the site and its occu- 

pation is partial. 

Khao Sek is now about 8 km from the coast. We estimate that the 

maximum occupied area to about 450 m from east to west and 250 m 

from north to south. The occupation could thus extend over about 

10 ha, which makes this site significantly smaller than Khao Sam Kaeo, 
with a conservatively estimated occupied area of about 35 ha. 

More than at Khao Sam Kaeo, Khao Sek's hill slopes are heavily 
eroded; it is consequently difficult to evaluate the density of occupa- 

tion. However, considering the quantity of material and the structures 

unearthed upslope and downslope (eroded material), it seems likely 

that Khao Sek occupation was as dense as in Khao Sam Kaeo. 

Seven charcoal samples have been submitted for radiocarbon 

dating. Four correspond to the modern occupation of the site and three 

to the late prehistoric period. While three dates are not sufficient to 

establish a chronological sequence of the site, they nonetheless suggest 

an occupation at least partially contemporaneous to Khao Sam Kaeo, by 

the 4th–3rd c. BCE. 

 
 

TP21a_US13 WK 39007 (AMS) 2228 ± 25 BP Cal 390–200 BCE 

TP21_US3 WK 36900 (AMS) 2208 ± 30 BP  Cal 376–199 BCE 

TP7_US3 WK 36897 2240 ± 31 BP  Cal 391–205 BCE 
 

Radiocarbon dates (AMS and conventional) of the Late Prehistoric 

Period at Khao Sek. 

These dates are relevant to the material culture, in particular the 

glass and stone ornaments and the decorated high-tin bronze bowls. 

Unlike Khao Sam Kaeo, Khao Sek has not provided compelling 

evidence for a surrounding earthen wall paralleled by a ditch. However, 

at the bottom of the north-eastern slope of Khao Sek, about 40 m north 

of TP28, a topographic irregularity of linear shape was observable. It is 

now largely covered by a path and continues to the east beyond a north- 

south-oriented opening used as a drain. A quick cleaning of the opening 

and a test pit excavated in the middle of the pathway by Sachipan 

Srikanlaya (TP40) did not bring definitive evidence of its antiquity. 
Although equivocal, it is not impossible that the settlement had been 

surrounded by wooden palisades, another defensive system used by 

early Southeast Asian polities described by Chinese sources. 

Unlike Khao Sam Kaeo, no communal structures such as large 

drains, monumental platforms or a hydraulic system were documented 

at Khao Sek. However, the taphonomic changes the site has undergone 

could explain these absences. 

In contrast, domestic structures were built in a mode similar to that 

observed in Khao Sam Kaeo. Habitations were built on top of terraces 

constructed towards the upper part of the eroded bedrock. Two test pits 

(pits 26 and 33) illustrate this. Test pit 26 was opened in the upper part 

of the western slope of Hill 2 (Fig. 1). It yielded remains of a terrace 

raised to host a habitation. Remains of the construction consist of a 

drain (KK26a) and a posthole, a type of construction similar to Khao 

Sam Kaeo. A trench opened in the structure showed that it consisted of 

a terrace made of eroded bedrock placed so as to compensate for the 

slope. This structure lies directly on top of the red and compact bed- 

rock. The terrace measured 4 m long (north-south) and 1,7 m wide 

(east-west). A depression in the upper part of the terrace (KK26a) was 

interpreted as a possible drain located at the back of the habitation. No 

artefacts were unearthed from this test pit. 

 

 
1.3.2. Agricultural regime 

Sampling for archaeobotanical remains was carried out in 2013 and 

2014 in 10 test pits (TP7, 8, 10, 12, 21, 21A, 22, 26, 31). Preservation 

was very poor and showed major modern disturbance. More analysis 

needs to be conducted. Khao Sek differs from Khao Sam Kaeo where 

rice clearly emerged as the staple cereal, along with millet probably 

cultivated on the site and in its vicinity, and which complemented by 

horticulture (Castillo, 2013; Castillo et al., 2016; Castillo, this issue). 

Khao Sek yielded only a few evidence for rice with but not for millet. 

Khao Sam Kaeo yielded evidence of imported foodstuffs, which has not 
been found in Khao Sek. 

 
1.3.3. Industries 

Craft areas for hard stone (cornelian, agate, garnet) and secondary 

glass production (Dussubieux and Bellina, this issue) were concentrated 

in the southwestern part of the site (shown as a blank section on the 

topographic map) and along the river's bank, like at Khao Sam Kaeo. 

Unfortunately, these were heavily looted. However, analyses of samples 

of waste materials and finished products from these industries show 
very strong stylistic, technical and (for glass) compositional similarities 

with Khao Sam Kaeo. This almost perfect parallelism of the industrial 

models for stone (Bellina, this issue) and glass (Dussubieux and Bellina, 

this issue) at Khao Sam Kaeo and Khao Sek involving similar feeding 

networks technologies and style, led us to propose the possibility that 

artisans circulated between the two sites. These issues are discussed 

more in detail  in the analysis  of stone (Bellina,  this  issue), glass, 

(Dussubieux and Bellina, this issue) and ceramics (Favereau, this issue) 

craft systems. 

Other industries took place on Khao Sek's hills. Those include metal 

working, including the production of copper-base metal and high-tin 

bronze using similar Indian-derived techniques, as well as the produc- 

tion of forged iron with what is currently the most ancient well-pre- 

served remains of an iron working workshop in Southeast Asia (Petchey 

et al., this issue). Fragments of a decorated high-tin bronze bowl of 

Indian-inspired style similar to those found at Khao Jamook, Ban Don 

Ta Phet and Khao Sam Kaeo were found on the site by the land owner 

(Fig. 2). Lead isotope analysis of these bowls has established links be- 

tween the high-tin bronze alloy used for bowls found at Ban Don Tha 

Phet, Khao Sam Kaeo and Khao Sek bowls and an ingot from Tilpi in 

West Bengal, even if the primary source remains unclear (Pryce et al., 

2014; Pryce and Bellina, this issue). Technological analyses of specia- 

lized ceramics from both Khao Sam Kaeo and Tilpi have provided evi- 

dence for the production of high-tin bronze ingots. Indeed, the northern 

part of Khao Sam Kaeo yielded crucibles and moulds pointing towards 

the production of high-tin ingots and beyond, the transfer of Indian 

high-tin bronze technologies  to local craftspeople (Murillo-Barroso 

et al., 2010). The resulting high-tin bronze was possibly employed lo- 

cally for artefact production, but the presence of ingot moulds and of a 

high-tin bronze ingot strongly suggests that production was also or- 

iented for exchange. As for stone and glass industries, we may conceive 

an early technological transmission from the northern sub-continent 

and the possibility that South Asian high-tin bronze specialists settled at 

Khao Sam Kaeo, exploiting the Peninsula's especially rich tin resource 

(Pryce et al.,  in press) and  taking advantage from  Southeast Asia 

abundant sources of copper. 

Iron technology appears in Southeast Asia and at Khao Sam Kaeo, 

Khao Sek and possibly in the less well-dated site of Phu Khao Thong 

simultaneously. The technologies used in those sites appear similar and 

are quite rudimentary as opposed to other industries. They also appear 

to have taken place in similar contexts within the two settlements. Iron 

is also a good candidate for an Indian-influenced technology (Petchey 
et al., this issue). 

Local and foreign-influenced pottery groups at Khao Sek are iden- 

tical to those at Khao Sam Kaeo (similar fabrics, techniques and shapes) 

except for the notable absence of foreign imports such as Indian Fine 

Wares  and  Han-Chinese  related  ware  (Favereau,  this  issue).  Foreign- 

influenced wares are also proportionally much more frequent at Khao 

Sam Kaeo than at Khao Sek. Because they are very rare and similar to 

those from Khao Sam Kaeo, Favereau suggests that they might have 

come directly from Khao Sam Kaeo. 

Finally, Khao Sam Kaeo yielded about thirty seals, inscribed or 



 

 
 

Fig. 1. Sections and plans of TP26 showing the built terrace and the posthole (drawing Jitlada Innanchai. 

 

blank (Borell, in press). We know of only two seals at Khao Sek. As at 

Khao Sam Kaeo, both are Brāhmī inscriptions, giving the owner's name 

in the genitive and the language is Prakrit. Harry Falk, Professor of 

Indology at the Freie Universität in Berlin has examined these seals 

(personal communication) (Fig. 3). 

The seal is made in a bi-colored stone and is 2,8 cm width and 3 cm 

height. Its writing is archaic and can be compared with the writing used 

during the reign of King Aśoka in the 3rd c. BCE. H. Falk's reading is śa- 

ghi-ya-śa. The name of the owner is spelt: a _śa_ and not a _sa, a spelling 

found in various regions of Northern India. The shape of the seal is 

commonly found from the Ganges plains to Bengal. The symbol Namo 

(aka nandipada) is inverted (upside down), as it is often represented on 

ancient stupas where the symbol was made in stone as part of a neck- 

lace. The legend reads Saṃghiyasa and is the genitive form of Saṃghika 

as pronounced in Sanskrit. Saṃghika is probably an abbreviation of a 

personal name, like Saṃgharakṣita or Saṃghadāsa. The seal is similar 

to a seal found in the Bhir mound in Taxila (Aman ur Rahman and Falk, 

2011: 19xx).This seal should be compared to a seal from Bhir mound in 

Taxila where could be read as śidhathaśa for /siddhatthassa/ (Fig. 4). 

Seal 2 is made of a dark brown stone and is 1,6 cm width and 2 cm 

height. Harry Falk (personal communication) described the person who 

engraved this seal as inexperienced, since “When printed the seal reads 

x-dā-dhu-ba, which yields no sense. The letters when read from the seal 

read ba-dhu-de-x. B, dh and u in close proximity most likely were meant 

to express budha, Buddha that is. The transposition of the u-vowel from 

b to dh most likely came when the die-cutter wanted to reverse some- 

thing as is necessary for a seal to print correctly. But instead of rever- 

sing all letters and incising them mirrorwise he left almost everything as 

he knew the letters. Reading _budhade_ leaves no choice but to com- 

plete to _budhadeva_, a personal name Buddhadeva. The last letter _va_ 

was incised upside-down. As it consists of a vertical over a circle, the 

circle close to the edge was cut away. Below: symbols as known from 

Mauryan punch-marked coins and an Aśokan moon-symbol, identical in 

form with a letter _ma_.” This seal would correspond to an unskilled 

local production made by an inexpert artisan. Mistakes are sometimes 

found on seals in India, but never so critical, as emphasised by H. Falk. 

In sum, the seal corpus at Khao Sek is of Indian-influence and of 
similar tradition as at Khao Sam Kaeo, but the corpus is much more 

modest. 
 

 
1.3.4. Funerary practices 

While some of the funerary practices documented at Khao Sek 

parallel those at Khao Sam Kaeo (such as the jar buried under a habi- 

tation), the interlocking of two ceramics (TP7) appears to be a unique 

practice which adds to the range of practices observed archaeologically 

in the Upper Thai-Malay Peninsula. As at Khao Sam Kaeo, it seems that 

funerary deposits were concentrated in the area bordering the river 

(TP7, 11 and 13). These consisted of a funeral urn (TP7) and the po- 

tential remains of two urns (TP11 and 13). 

The burial in TP7 (Fig. 5) consisted of an urn deposit (US3-3). It was 

found below US1, between 8,70 and 9,04 m in the south-western corner 

of the square. The jar was of a foreign manufacture called Black-and- 

Red Jars (at Khao Sam Kaeo the “KSK-BRJ” see Bouvet, 2011, in press 

and at Khao Sek the “KK-BJR” see Favereau, 2015, this issue) and was 

placed within another jar (US3-1). This urn did not yield any human 

remains or ashes. However, it contained a glass bead as well as frag- 

ments of a decomposed copper-alloy bracelet whose diameter could be 

estimated to about 5–6 cm. The presence of an additional potential jar 

burial found in TP11 located four metres north of TP7 could indicate 

that this zone may have been used as a cemetery. Khao Sam Kaeo also 

provided urn deposits, some containing cremated remains of children 

whilst others were found empty. There, a zone located at the bottom of 



 

 
 

Fig. 2. Map indicating where decorated with Indian-inspired scenes high-tin bronze bowls were found (map UMR7055). 

 
Hill 2 in the western part of the site near the river too (River Ta Taphao) 

was suspected to correspond to a burial zone. 

 
 

2. Discussion: inferences on political structure and craft 

standardisation 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Seal 1 (photo B. Bellina – private owner). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Seal 2 (photos P. Petchey, planche E. Giraudet). 

In sum, Khao Sek and Khao Sam Kaeo are two contemporaneous 

settlements that show similar patterns of topography, construction 

modes, internal organisation and strikingly similar industrial models 

and products. The settlements were constructed on the same model and 

their hybrid industries are standardised. However, Khao Sek is distinct 

from Khao Sam Kaeo due to its more modest dimensions, the apparent 

absence of labour-intensive monumental constructions (such as sur- 

rounding walls and hydraulic systems) and of a cosmopolitan config- 
uration. Unlike in Khao Sam Kaeo, we recovered no exogenous objects 

that could be associated to the settlement onsite of South Asians, such 

as the Indian Fine Wares (rouletted ware). Nor did we recovered evi- 

dence for north-Vietnamese and Chinese (Han ceramic, mirrors, seals) 

merchants. There are “Indian-influenced” objects, but no evidence for 

the presence of foreigners who at Khao Sam Kaeo, concentrated in the 

northern part of the site. The only possible evidence for the presence of 

foreigners consists of funerary jars (type KK-BJR), similar to those 

identified in Khao Sam Kaeo (KSK-BRJ), Tha Chana and the coastal cave 
of Tham Chaeng, and linked to the Philippines (Favereau, 2015, this 

issue). As opposed to Khao Sam Kaeo, there were very few foreign 

imports, those mostly consisting of some raw material such as glass and 

carnelian, agate and nephrite and thus no well-defined foreign socio- 
professional compounds. 

Regarding crafting industries, the two sites show undisputable si- 

milarities. Their hybrid industrial production systems combining local 

and foreign elements operated on the same models: in both sites, each 

industry, be it stone (Bellina, this volume), glass (Dussubieux and 



Fig. 5. 1. Eastern section of TP7 (drawing V. Bernard). 

2. Urn and jar deposit US 3.1. 3. Urn and jar deposit US 

3.2 (drawing: V. Bernard). 4. Section view of the resti- 

tution of the funerary jar (to the left). 5. Plan of the jar's 

content. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bellina, this volume), ceramic (Favereau, this volume), bronze (Pryce 

and Bellina, this volume) or iron (Petchey et al., this volume) share the 

same “chaîne opératoire technique”. These parallels in the “chaîne 

opératoire technique” begin with raw materials: several industries use 

similar supply networks. The change over time of imports is the same 

too, as this is especially clearly demonstrated with the different types of 

glass and glass products. Finally, a technological analysis which takes 

qualitative as well as quantitative data into account reveals that their 

final products  are  identical  to a  point  that  they could not  be dis- 

tinguished from one site to the other, with the exception of a few types 

(stone and glass beads) that could well results from special orders (see 

contributions this volume). 

In both sites, each industry generated goods of the pan-regional 

type, i.e. South China Sea style, many of which are found in similar 

contemporary sites belonging to the same maritime networks. The 

technological reconstruction of the different industrial systems suggests 
that the populations of the two sites were related and that they were 

also in close contact, possibly with skilled artisans trained in foreign 

techniques circulating between the two sites. In addition, a few valu- 

able objects made at Khao Sam Kaeo with foreign techniques may have 

 
been exported to Khao Sek, as in the case of some Indian-inspired 
ceramics. However, a few differences emerge too. The Dong Son drum 

found at Khao Sek appears to be a fake and is the only one reported 

there, whilst several authentic drums were recovered at Khao Sam Kaeo 

(see Pryce and Bellina, this volume). In addition, there is more diversity 

in the types of stone beads produced at Khao Sam Kaeo than in Khao 

Sek and the overall quality is slightly better in the first site than in the 

second (Bellina, this volume). 

To me, the explanation of alliance-built hierarchic port-polities ac- 

counts best for the industries' standardisation, in particular for those 

involving similar foreign models, and for differences in the settlement 

size and complexity and the lesser quality of some of the products found 

at Khao Sek. Indeed, both settlements data and industries' reconstruc- 

tions suggest a political structure which most plausibly resembled a 

hierarchically-based confederation of complementary port-polities 

aimed at exploiting and controlling both the local resources, tin in 

particular and possibly still archaeologically invisible organic materials 

from the forest, and the maritime and transpeninsular routes. Khao Sam 

Kaeo – larger, its urban organisation, of a cosmopolitan nature with 

socio-professional compounds, and with more and more diversified 



craft production than Khao Sek – was hierarchically superior for the 

period examined here. Khao Sam Kaeo, located along the “Kraburi- 

Chumphon route”, would have been the central place dealing with 

long-distance networks as defined by Manguin (2002, 2009). Khao Sek, 
near the mouth of the River Langsuan, controlled the route beginning in 

the region of Ranong on the west coast, passing through the Pakson, a 
confluent of the River Langsuan system (Ban Na Hyan site). Embarka- 

tions could have then have followed the coast to the mouth of the River 

Ta Thapao where boats could have navigated upstream to reach Khao 

Sam Kaeo. This centre would have constituted the central market at an 

“international” level where and foreign merchants settled and 

craftsmen concentrated. 

But how did this confederation form? One possibility is that Khao 

Sek may have been created by Khao Sam Kaeo as an outpost to control 

the Langsuan river-system for its own benefice. Alternatively, it is 

possible also that regional first millennium exchange led to the devel- 

opment of small lowland polities at the mouths of the most significant 

river systems (Wisseman Christie, 1995) and that at some point during 

the 4th–3rd c. BCE some of these formerly autonomous coastal polities 

temporarily confederated under the authority of a leading one, possibly 

Khao Sam Kaeo. Such a confederation may have been the result of Khao 

Sam Kaeo's polity’ ambition to expand and make his polity into a central 

place able to collect and trade all regionally-produced goods. To do so, 

the polity he would have needed to capture more trading routes, 

themselves part of other river systems controlled by other polities. The 

ambitious leader would have had to subjugate other neighbouring po- 

lities' leaders. This may have entailed warfare. The presence of weapons 

within the iron assemblage (Petchey et al., this issue) may provide in- 

sights into this coercive atmosphere whereby coastal polities had to 

protect themselves against other similarly-ranked polities and possibly 

against other groups located inland or the so-called “sea nomads”. Such 

frictions are well attested in the historical period. The leader may at 

least temporarily also have reached agreements on respective polity's 

rank and role without coercive means by providing honorific titles and 
gifts, a strategy well-described by ethno-historical sources. Extra- 
polating precisely from ethno-historical sources, I offer here some very 

tentative hypothesis to account for the circulation of artisans and the 

spread of similar chaînes opératoires within the polity, possibly from the 

leading one to its associated ones. The leader of the central polity could 

have permitted or ceded to allied leaders the means to maintain their 

own local networks of clients, thus promoting the supply of exchange 

goods. This diffusion of artisans, may have taken the form of an hon- 

orific “gift”, sealing further bonds and making the secondary centre(s) 
dependent upon the central place. The transfer of artisans could have 

been a means for the central place polity's leader to weave a network of 

clients as well as to secure his marketplace supply, thus ensuring the 

wealth of his polity and its charisma. Artisans (or possibly only one), 

either those who initially settled at Khao Sam Kaeo or who were trained 

by them, could have moved to Khao Sek in the frame of these strategic 

political and economic bonds. 

The value of craft products and of the means to produce them and 

their valued symbolic lexicon was understood at the regional level and 

spread both in the polities' hinterlands and in the region between si- 

milarly ranked allied trading polities in the South China Sea, such as 

those in southern Vietnam where ornaments show a similar style (Giong 

Ca Vo). Alternatively, the spread of craft systems may have resulted 

from raids and forced migrations of captured slaves and artisans, his- 

torical examples providing evidence for such practices between neigh- 

bouring competing polities (Beemer, 2009). This is especially relevant 

in the Southeast Asian context where kingdoms' power was estimated 

on the base of the amount of its people and not by the lands under their 

control. Craft producers, whether free or captured were the “artisans” 

of cultural changes and of the dissemination of pan-regional cultural 

traits, including material culture, in Southeast Asia. In any of those 

scenarios, artisans coming from various Asian horizons were valued 

political and economic agents contributing to strengthening the polity. 

They also played an active role in cultural transfers and in crafting 

shared cultural references within the South China Sea, and also be- 

tween the latter and polities on the other side of the Bay of Bengal. I 

believe that, as during the historical periods (Beemer, 2009; Reid, 1988: 

101–103), the strategies of harnessing the specialists' expertise prob- 

ably played a crucial role in the development of the region, through the 

emulation, in the Peninsula's trade-oriented polities, of specialties and 

techniques introduced from other trade-oriented polities in both South 

and Southeast Asia (Bellina, in press-c). 

To sum up, the settlement and socio-technical reconstruction paints 

a picture of a confederation built over several river-basin systems, 

displaying some parallels with the upstream-downstream and Mandala- 

type of Malay polity described by Manguin for Srivijaya with Khao Sek 

here being part of the “umland”/periphery. The scenario provided here 

of the diffusion of artisans from the then central polity to allied polities 
as part of the strategy to secure the center's political and economic 
network could explain the diffusion of regional craft systems and a pan- 

regional material culture. 

 
3. Conclusion 

 
In conclusion and as demonstrated in the articles in this special 

issue, comparing Khao Sam Kaeo and Khao Sek settlements and in- 

dustries provide strong evidence for a hierarchically-organised con- 

federation of sites built over several river-basin systems to control trans- 

regional trade-routes and local resources. The assembling of possibly 

formerly autonomous polities which developed near the mouth of 

major river systems into this confederation resembles the multi-centred 

political model  later  observed  at  Srivijaya— that of a  temporarily 

dominant  central  international  market  place  connected  by  multiple 

fluvial and maritime networks to lower ranked trade polities or spe- 
cialized sites. 

At a micro-regional scale, it is reasonable to propose that the growth 

of the multi-centred Kra Isthmus polity may correspond to the extension 

of the settlement and erection of additional surrounding walls at Khao 

Sam Kaeo marked by the creation of foreign compounds in the northern 

part of the site (Bellina and Bernard, in press). At this time, Khao Sam 

Kaeo became the central place and Khao Sek and possibly other polities 

such as Phu Khao Thong (Ranong province) and others still to be 

identified as part of its periphery (or “umland”). This polity, with Khao 
Sam Kaeo having a predominant role for a certain period of time, 

thrived until about the 1st c. BCE–1rst c. CE when activity declined in 
this part of the peninsula, maybe to the benefit of some other polity 

located further south (Chaiya, Tha Chana?). 

To sum up, the Kra Isthmus with its rich local resources of tin and 

forest products and its compact and ancient trans-peninsular routes 

provides evidence of having been a site of experimentation in the de- 

velopment of urban forms (Bellina, in press-a, b, c) and political con- 

figurations of trading entities, which other maritime historical polities 
kept elaborating, especially in Malay-type polities. 

Beyond, this proposed political reconstruction also has significant 

implications for understanding the diffusion of shared cultural models, 

here observed through the lenses of hybrid craft models and products. 

Developed in the Thai-Malay peninsula at the intersection of the Bay of 

Bengal and the South China Sea, hybrid craft systems and products may 

have  diffused  through  the  wider  “hinterland”  channels:  they  were 
transferred between trade polities which for a time were politically and 

economically bonded together. The transfer through this loosely tied 

multi-centred  polity  provides  a  tentative framework  to  explain  the 

diffusion of similar pan-regional material culture within the “South 
China Sea Sphere of Interaction”. 
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